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Mr/MadamChair, this statement is from HelpAge Germany, which is part of the global network 

HelpAge International. 

We argue that in the field of social security, the need for a new legal instrument is particularly 

striking. I’d like to illustrate this need by three points. 

1. Sustaining the momentum of pension rights 

Non-contributory pensions have spread across the global South since the 1990s, bestowing 

entitlements on millions of older persons. But huge gaps remain. A Convention on the Rights of Older 

Persons would definitely help to sustain this momentum of pension rights and revitalize the process. 

Conventions on other groups have demonstrated the power of rights before. 

2. Defining benefit standards 

 

While calls for extending the coverage of social security are common, global documents are vague or 

even silent when it comes to the level of benefits. Extant legal instruments call for “adequate” 

benefits, but this term is much too vague, considering that pensions ought to be the mainstay of a 

self-determined life for older persons. 

 

3. Accounting for diverse pensions needs 

Much of the pension debate has focussed on non-contributory pensions. But old-age security also 

includes social insurance, occupational and private pensions, and provisions for public sector 

employees. The human rights lens should also be applied to these programmes, but extant legal 

instruments do not account for this diversity. 

To conclude: the right to social security for older persons needs elaboration and specification. Article 

9 of the Social Covenant on the right to social security is one of the shortest human rights articles 

ever, lacking any specification. But the world of pensions has changed significantly since 1966 when 

the Social Covenant was laid down. Social security has come to define old age as a phase in life, more 

than any other phase in the life course, as reflected in the very term “pensioner”. A new human 

rights instrument is needed that reflects this new reality.  

Thank you for your attention 

 

 


